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1. Introduction
The dynamic response of magnetic order to ultrafast optical excitation is a fascinating
issue of modern magnetism. The temporal evolution of the magnetization evolving in
the material pushed far out of equilibrium by the intense optical excitation can be
resolved with femtosecond time resolution using optical probe techniques like magneto-
optical Kerr effect (MOKE). Such experiments realized over the past two decades or so
have provided us with detailed insight into the elementary interactions between spins,
electrons, and lattice and their characteristic time scales as illustrated schematically in
figure 1.1 (a) [3, 2, 4, 5, 6].

In the context of fundamental science, the phenomenon of ultrafast demagnetization
of ferro- and ferrimagnetic materials, which was discovered by E. Beaurepaire, J.-Y.
Bigot and their colleagues already in 1996 [2], remains until today at the focus of in-
tense, world-wide research activities and controversial debates [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The
open question underlying these debates concerns the mechanism of energy and angular
momentum exchange with the spin system on a sub-picosecond time scale, which is nec-
essary to dissipate the magnetic angular momentum associated with the ultrafast drop
in magnetization (see figure 1.1 (b)). Whether the angular momentum is dissipated into
the lattice via phonons or defects [1], whether it is carried away by hot electrons [12], or
whether both mechanisms (or more) contribute is still investigated.

A fascinating discovery, which resulted from studies of ultrafast dynamics of magnetic
systems, is the demonstration that the magnetization direction can be controlled with
circularly polarized light pulses, without the presence of any applied magnetic field. This
was first demonstrated in 2007 by the group of T. Rasing in Nijmegen, who employed
single circularly polarized femtosecond laser pulses [13] to deterministically switch the
magnetization of a thin ferrimagnetic GdFeCo alloy film. This remarkable phenomenon
has been termed all-optical switching (AOS). We note that the AOS takes place on a
timescale of a few tens of picoseconds [14], which is about two orders of magnitude
faster than any other reported mechanism to manipulate the magnetization direction –
with the notable exception of employing relativistic electron beams [15]. Thus, AOS is
considered to have the potential of creating a disruptive technology development for a
variety of applications. Moreover this process is highly energy efficient; an energy lower
than 10 fJ is expected to be sufficient to switch a 20 × 20 nm2 area of magnetic material
[16]. This technological potential combined with the scientific interest in understanding
the mechanism underlying this process has given rise to considerable research efforts.

Typically, experiments exploring ultrafast magnetization dynamics are performed as
stroboscopic pump-probe measurements. The principle of pump-probe experiment is the
following: (i) the system to be studied is pushed out of equilibrium by a stimulus, the
pump; (ii) the state of the system is then measured, after a certain time delay, by the
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Figure 1.1.: (a) Schematic of interactions in ultrafast dynamics with characteristic time
constants including the electron-lattice, electron-spin and spin-lattice [1].
(b) Transient remanent longitudinal MOKE signal as a function of time
delay between optical pump and probe for a Ni film as reported originally
by Beaurepaire, Bigot and co-workers [2].

probe. Often time, the signal given by one such event is too small and the measurements
has to be repeated several time to achieve a sufficient signal to noise ratio, hence the
stroboscopic part. This add the constraint that the system must get back to equilibrium
between each pump probe event. By varying the delay and repeating the process, one
can reconstruct the dynamic of a phenomenon. Both pump and probe can be realized
by various physical means but they must be shorter than the time resolution required
for the experiment. For ultrafast dynamics, the pump and the probe must be in the
femtosecond range leaving very few physical process to choose from.

That’s why pump and probe are usually realized by infrared (IR) pulses delivered by
Ti:sapphire lasers. However, with the advent of suitable femtosecond sources, e.g. X-ray
or XUV free electrons laser (XFEL) and high harmonics generation (HHG), the investi-
gation of ultrafast magnetic dynamics has taken advantage of shorter probe wavelengths
in the soft X-ray and extreme ultraviolet (XUV) range. Accessing this range has the
following benefits:

• nanometre spatial resolution thanks to the very short wavelengths associated to
this radiation [17];

• element specificity at energy resonant with absorption edges which allow to study
different elements in a complex system and to compare their dynamics [18];

• few femtoseconds to attosecond time resolution to study the very early stages of
light matter interaction and in our case light magnetization interaction [11];
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• separating spin and orbital angular momentum contribution to magnetic dynamics
to study the microscopic details of ultrafast magnetization dynamics [19].

In this manuscript, after a brief description of the experimental background, I will
summarize some of the work I made in the field of ultrafast magnetization dynamics
in the past 10 years using soft X-ray and XUV femtosecond sources. I will focus on
the experiments made using X-ray resonant magnetic scattering (XRMS) which is a
powerful tool to probe the magnetization at the nanoscale. I will also report on some
of the technical developments I made to increase the possibilities of measurements at
XFEL and HHG sources to study ultrafast magnetization dynamics. I will not develop
other contributions such as ultrafast magnetization dynamics imaging [20, 21, 22] or
HHG polarization control [23, 24].

The works presented here have been conducted with my colleagues at laboratoire
de chimie physique – matière et rayonnement – Paris, France – (LCPMR) Jan Lüning
(currently at Helmholtz Centrum Berlin), Emmanuelle Jal, Gheorghe S. Chiuzbăian,
Romain Jarrier and Renaud Delaunay. It was also conducted as part of the PhD of my
students Carla Alves, Alaa el dine Mehre and Xuan Liu and of the postdoctoral work of
Marcel Hennes. The HHG experiments have been conducted in close collaborations with
my colleagues at laboratoire d’optique appliquée – Palaiseau, France – (LOA) Philippe
Zeitoun, Julien Gautier and Guillaume Lambert. The XFEL experiments benefited
greatly from my collaborations with the group of Stefan Eisebitt (Max Born Institute in
Berlin, Germany) and Christian David (Paul Scherrer institut in Villigen, Switzerland)
and from collaborations with beamline scientists at the different XFEL in particular
Marion Kuhlmann (DESY, Hamburg, Germany) and Flavio Capotondi (Elettra, Trieste,
Italy).
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2. Experimental background

2.1. Femtosecond XUV sources
2.1.1. High harmonic generation
Harmonic emission was first observed in 1961 using the newly developed ruby laser
[25]. At that time, only the second harmonic of the 694.3 nm, 3 J, 1 ms laser could be
generated in a quartz crystal with extremely low efficiency. 26 years later, the first HHG
(the 17th order of a 248 nm laser) was observed [26]. This report was followed by an
intense development of the field which aim at understanding the mechanism underlying
HHG [27, 28] and at realizing a coherent light source in the XUV region delivering
ultrashort pulses [29, 30]. In the past 20 years, the main focus of HHG related studies
has been attosecond science [31, 32].

HHG can be understood at the atomic level by the so-called three steps model [27, 28]:
(i) distortion of the atomic Coulomb potential of an atom due to the intense electric field
of the focused laser is responsible for tunnel ionization of an electron; (ii) the electron
wave packet is accelerated away from the atom by the laser electric field and when the
electric field reverses (at a fixed point in space an electromagnetic field oscillates), it is
accelerated back to the atom; (iii) the electron wave packet recombines with the parent
ion when the field is nearly zero, leading to the emission of XUV radiation. To be
able to detect this emission macroscopically and obtain a good conversion efficiency, the
emission of all atoms has to be phase-matched (harmonics from different atoms must
emit with the sampe phase) [33, 34].

Nowadays, HHG is a widely available source of coherent XUV femtosecond pulses
since its principle is rather easy to implement. A high peak power laser (which are
readily available commercially) is focused in a gas cell or gas jet filled with a gas (most
often a noble gas) generating high harmonics (figrue 2.1). This principle has been used
extensively to study atomic and molecular physics [35], before the advent of XFEL, and
is still a powerful tool to conduct experiments in this field [36]. The wide spectrum
delivered by HHG and the inherent synchronization between harmonics and the driving
laser (allowing for jitter-free experiments) are also very appealing for the realization of
ultrafast spectroscopy experiments in solids. However, the low conversion efficiency of
the HHG process (at most 10−4, typically 10−6) make it a challenge to realize such solid
state spectroscopy experiments. Nevertheless, in the recent years, clever experimental
designs and progress in polarization control and polarimetry of harmonics have lead
to very interesting results, particularly in the field of ultrafast magnetization dynamics
[37, 17, 38, 39, 11].
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Figure 2.1.: (a) Typical high harmonics based pump probe setup. Femtosecond pulses
from a Ti:sapphire laser (800 nm, 5 mJ here) are separated by a beam split-
ter. The main part is focused in a gas cell filled with neon generating (b)
harmonic up to at least 47th order. Higher harmonics are absorbed by the Al
filter used to separate the harmonic beam from the driving IR light. After
the gas cell the harmonics, here the probe, are focused onto the sample and
can be monochromatized by a multilayer mirror. The second part of the
beam is used to pump the sample out of equilibrium. A delay line on its
path allow one to vary the delay between the pump and the probe.
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2.1.2. X-ray free electrons lasers
XFEL are based on the radiation of an electrons bunch passing through an undulator
(a periodic arrangement of magnets with alternating poles) [40]. The electrons are
accelerated to close to the speed of light by a linear accelerator before entering the
undulator where they emit X-rays or XUV radiations. Contrary to typical Synchrotron
facilities based on electrons storage rings, the electrons bunch goes through the undulator
only once before being dump. This allows for extreme compression of the electrons bunch
and very short pulses of a few femtoseconds: coulombic repulsion between electrons does
not have time to significantly lengthen the bunch.

The undulator are also usually significantly longer to allow the so-called self-amplified
spontaneous emission (SASE) to kick in. At the entrance of the undulator, the electrons
are evenly distributed within the bunch and they start to emit light. Interaction between
this light and the electrons will be the cause of a structuration of the bunch called micro-
bunching, each micro-bunch being separated by one wavelength from its neighbour. The
emission of each micro-bunch being in phase with other micro-bunches, this will lead
to an exponential increase of the radiation yield. Thus, the two main characteristics of
XFEL sources are that they deliver very short and very intense pulses.

XFEL can either operates in SASE or be seeded. In SASE mode, in the first section
of the undulator the electrons will produce spontaneous radiation. This initial radiation
will serve as seed in the remaining part of the undulator. Consequently, this process
is characterized by fluctuations in wavelength and pulse energy. This can be an issue
for certain experiment but can be circumvented by using a seeding scheme. In seeding
mode, an external laser pulse seeds the electron bunch from the start [41]. The pulse
photon energy is then well defined by the seed and the intensity is more stable.

Free electrons LASer in Hamburg (FLASH) is the world’s first XFEL delivering
femtosecond pulses to users [42]. It is part of the research facility DESY (Deutsches
Elektronen-Synchrotron) in Hamburg, Germany. User operation began in summer 2005.
This is a SASE XFEL based on a superconducting linear accelerator which allows for
long electrons bunch trains to be produced (up to 800 bunch/train) at a 10 Hz repetition
rate. Today, the linear accelerator feeds two undulators lines FLASH1 and FLASH2 pro-
viding XFEL radiations for two experiments at the same time. FLASH1 has a fixed gap
undulator and the wavelength is tuned by changing the electron energy from the accel-
erator while FLASH2 has a variable gap undulator and the wavelength can be changed
in a wide range without influencing FLASH1. Both undulator delivers linearly polarized
light. The photon energy range goes from 15 to 300 eV in the first undulator order and
up to 800 eV in the third.

Free Electron Laser Radiation for Multidisciplinary Investigations (FERMI) is the
XFEL source of the Elettra facility (Trieste, Italy). FERMI is a high gain harmonic
generation XFEL [43]. It covers the same energy range as FLASH but it is the world’s
first seeded XFEL user facility. Contrary to FLASH, FERMI uses variable gap Apple II
undulators which give users the ability to control the polarization of the emitted light
on short time scales. Moreover, a multi-color mode was recently developed at FERMI
[44]. This opens the field of the two colors experiments which we have already exploited
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Figure 2.2.: (a) Absorption coefficient of magnetized Co as a function of energy around
the L3 (∼ 778 eV) and L2 (∼ 794 eV) absorption edges for different light
polarization, linear (L), right circular (H+) and left circular (H−). The
magnetization axis of Co is parallel to the traveling direction of the light.
(b) Simplified view of XMCD at the L edges of ferromagnetic transition
metals [48]. At the L3 edge (2p3/2 → 3d), spin and angular momentum of
electrons are parallel. Negative helicity photons will mostly excite majority
electrons (spin down) which have very few states to transition to (optical
excitation being spin conserving) and the absorption will be low. Positive
helicity photons will mostly excite minority electrons (spin up) which have a
lot of states to transition to and the absorption will be high. At the L2 edge
(2p1/2 → 3d), spin and angular momentum of electrons are antiparallel, and
XMCD is reversed.

for several studies [22, 45].
Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) is a SASE XFEL. It was the first hard X-ray

XFEL opened for user operation (since 2009) [46]. Its energy range covers the L2,3 edges
of magnetic transition metals and M4,5 of rare earth making it a great tool to study
ultrafast magnetization dynamics with element selectivity. Since 2009, improvements
such as two-colors generation or circular polarization [47] rendered this facility even
more suited to such studies.

2.2. Resonant magneto-optical effects
2.2.1. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) was first reported in the 1980s, following
previous theoretical prediction for rare earth elements [49], in the pioneering work of
Schütz and co-workers [50]. They observed that the absorption of a magnetized iron
foil at that element K edge was different for right and left circularly polarized X-rays.
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In the hard X-rays radiation range, XMCD was also observed at the L2,3 of the rare
earth elements Tb and Gd [51]. With the advent of soft X-ray synchrotron sources,
similar reports were made at the M4,5 edges of Tb and Gd [52, 53] and at the L2,3 edges
of nickel [54]. Shortly later, XMCD was also reported at the M2,3 edges of transition
metals [55, 56].

XMCD is particularly strong at the L2,3 edges of the ferromagnetic transition metals
Fe, Co and Ni. Figure 2.2(a) shows a typical XMCD spectra recorded at the Co L2,3
absorption edges. For this 2p → 3d transitions, XMCD can be qualitatively described by
the so-called two step model [57] (figure 2.2(b)). In a first step, because of conservation of
angular momentum, the circularly polarized X-ray beam transfer its angular momentum
to the excited 2p electrons, in part to the spin since the 2p shell has a strong spin-orbit
coupling. The excited electrons are thus spin polarized. In a second step, the exchange
split 3d valence band acts as a spin detector for these electrons leading to an helicity
dependent absorption. Since, the spin-orbit coupling is opposite for L3 (2p3/2) and L2
(2p1/2) edges, XMCD is reversed. Similar arguments can be made to explain XMCD at
other absorption edges.

XMCD lead us to write the optical index for light of positive and negative helicity in
magnetized matter as follows:

n± = 1 + (δ ± ∆δ) − ı(β ± ∆β) (2.1)

where δ and β are the non magnetic dispersive and absorptive part of the optical index
and ∆δ and ∆β are magnetic corrections proportional to the magnetization of the sam-
ple. It has to be remarked that reversing the magnetization is equivalent to reversing
the helicity.

An important feature of XMCD is that it allows one to separate the spin and orbital
angular momentum contributions of magnetization thanks to the XMCD sum rules [57,
19].

2.2.2. Faraday effect
Michael Faraday was the first to successfully observe the effect of a magnetic field on
the propagation of light through matter in 1845 [59]: when linearly polarized light goes
through a magnetized material the polarization plane of the light will rotate and the
beam will become elliptical rather than linear (see figure 2.3). This effect is strongest
when the magnetization direction, or magnetic field, is parallel to the light propagation
direction. Faraday effect can manifest itself over a very broad range of wavelengths in
the electromagnetic spectrum but it is particularly strong at absorption edges which
exhibit XMCD. It is particularly pronounced at the L2,3 [60] and M2,3 [61] absorption
edges of Fe, Co and Ni.

Resonant Faraday effect can be fairly well understood as a consequence of XMCD.
Indeed, a linearly polarized beam of light can be seen as the sum of two synchronized
circularly polarized waves of identical intensities and opposite helicities. Since those two
waves have different optical index, n+ and n−, they propagate differently in a magnetized
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Figure 2.3.: Schematic representation of Faraday effect [58]. An incoming linearly polar-
ized beam of light passes through a magnetized sample. After the sample,
the polarization plane of the light is rotated compared to the incoming light
polarization plane and the polarization becomes slightly elliptical. This ro-
tation and ellipticity are respectively characterized by the so-called Faraday
rotation, θF , and Faraday ellipticity, ϵF .

sample: (i) the phase shift between the two waves (due to ∆δ) leads to a rotation of
the plane of polarization of the outgoing beam compared to the incoming beam; (ii) the
difference in absorption between the two waves (due to δβ) leads to the apparition of an
ellipticity in the outgoing beam.

Faraday effect can be described in terms of two angle: the Faraday rotation, θF , and
the Faraday ellipticity, ϵF (figure 2.3). For soft X-ray radiation (for example at the L
edges of transition metals or M edges or rare earth), those two parameters can be shown
to depend linearly on ∆δ and ∆β respectively [62] for sufficiently thin films. This allow
one to retrieve magnetization (which is proportional to ∆δ and ∆β) from the measure
of either θF or ϵF . In the XUV region, at the M edges of transition metals, thing are a
bit more complicated [61] but I recently demonstrated that one can design experiments
which can retrieve the magnetization dynamics of the system [63].

2.2.3. Transverse Magneto-optical Kerr effect
Following Faraday works, John Kerr studied the effect of a magnetic field on the interac-
tion of light with matter. In 1877, he discovered that upon reflection from a magnetized
surface, the polarization state of linearly polarized light was modified in a way very
similar to that of the Faraday effect [65]. This modification is called MOKE. There are
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Figure 2.4.: Schematic representation of TMOKE [64]. An incoming linearly polarized
beam of light (electric field EI) is reflected from a magnetized surface. The
polarization of the light is parallel to the plane of incidence (p-geometry)
while the magnetization direction is perpendicular to that plane (transverse
geometry) and parallel to the sample surface. Because of TMOKE, the
intensity of the reflected beam (electric field ER), I+ or I−, depends on the
direction of magnetization of the sample, respectively M+ and M−.

three main MOKE geometries:

• perpendicular: the magnetization of the sample is perpendicular to the sample
surface;

• longitudinal: the magnetization is parallel to the sample surface and to the plane
of incidence;

• transverse: the magnetization is parallel to the sample surface and perpendicular
to the plane of incidence (figure 2.4).

The first two geometries yield modifications of the polarization state of light while
the TMOKE results in a change in intensity of the reflected light. More precisely, if we
call M+ and M− the two magnetization states of the sample, the associated reflected
light intensities, I+ and I−, will be different because of TMOKE. In the visible and IR
range of the electromagnetic spectrum, TMOKE is very weak and the the perpendicular
and longitudinal geometries are preferred to conduct experiments. That’s why they are
widely used to characterize the magnetic properties of various type of samples [66].

In the XUV range, the situation is very different. Indeed, resonant TMOKE can be a
very strong effect [67] while transverse and longitudinal MOKE, albeit also enhanced, are
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more difficult to measure since they require an XUV polarizer (which is not as trivially
implemented as in the visible range). Consequently, the first femtosecond magnetization
dynamic studies conducted with XUV radiations used a TMOKE geometry [37]. One
has to keep in mind however that TMOKE is a surface sensitive effect: it probes the
magnetization mostly in the first few nanometres of a sample. Another point to keep
in mind while conducting TMOKE experiments is that the linearity between the signal
and the magnetization is not guaranteed [68, 69].

2.3. Samples preparation and characterization
All sample studied in this report have been made by magnetron sputtering [70] mostly
with the deposition chamber of the LCPMR. In magnetron sputtering, high energy ions
from a plasma bombard a target made of the element one want to grow. The ions
collisions with the target will result in the ejection of target material. A substrate is
facing the target and ejected atoms will reach it and start to form a film. The total
number of collisions increase in time and the atoms deposited on the substrate bind
together stronger and stronger in tightly bound atomic layers.

Experimentally, a magnetron sputtering deposition machine consist of a few key el-
ements. Inside a vacuum chamber (with a typical base pressure of 1 × 10−9 mbar), a
cathode holding the target faces an anode where the substrate is mounted. A gas (most
often argon) is then introduced into the chamber and a DC voltage is applied between
the substrate and the target. A plasma is then formed inside the chamber and the
magnetron sputtering process can start. A key parameter for the quality of the sample
made is the deposition rate. It mostly depends on the gas pressure and on the high
voltage power supply settings. All type of metallic monolayer, multilayer and alloy can
be realized at LCPMR including magnetic films based on transition metals and rare
earth elements.

Our primary characterization tool to control the quality of the magnetization layer is
an optical MOKE setup [48]. It allows us to measure the magnetization hysteresis loop of
the film which is characteristic of its magnetic properties. This setup is situated next to
the deposition chamber and all samples are characterize immediately after realization.
In addition to this optical setup, we have access to a magnetic force microscope to
measure the magnetic structure of our films at the nanometer scale. We also sometimes
perform X-ray reflectivity to control the different layer thicknesses of the films. If needed,
additional characterizations are made using synchrotron radiation at SOLEIL.
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3. Ultafast demagnetization at the
nanoscale

3.1. Time-resolved X-ray resonant magnetic scattering
Before my experiments at the HHG source of LOA in the early 2010s [17], ultrafast
demagnetization had not been studied at the magnetic domain level. This was due
to the spatial resolution limit set by the IR laser wavelength of the ubiquitously used
MOKE probe. Intuitively, this can be seen as a limitation on the available experimental
data, because the particularities of an underlying magnetic domain structure can have
an influence on macroscopic properties of a ferromagnetic material. Moreover, nano-
metre distances are the relevant length scale for energy and angular momentum transfer
occurring on the femtosecond timescale between electrons, spins and the lattice, which
are the processes underlying the macroscopically observed ultrafast demagnetization
phenomenon.

To fill this gap we have studied a sample consisting of a [Co(0.4 nm)/Pd(0.6 nm)]30
multilayer deposited by magnetron sputtering on a 30 nm thin Si3N4 multi-membranes
(squares of 50 µm×50 µm) chip. This multilayer exhibits an out of plane magnetic
anisotropy. The sample was demagnetized so as to present a a nanometric aligned
stripe domain state with an in-plane oscillating magnetic field [71].

To probe the magnetization state of this sample, we used XRMS which provides
element-specific statistical informations on the magnetic domain structure on the nano-
scale [72, 73]. Due to the XMCD at the transition metals’ M -edges, the optical index
depends on the sample’s magnetization (figure 3.1(a)). More precisely, the amplitude of
the XMCD effect depends on the projection of the magnetic moment on the propaga-
tion direction of the incident radiation. This renders the presence of magnetic domain
structures visible to the incident light, which is then scattered correspondingly (figure
3.1(b)).

It has to be noted that even linearly polarized light produces a scattering pattern.
Indeed, linearly polarized light can be seen as the superposition of two circularly polar-
ized components of opposite helicities. Each of those, will "see" the magnetic domain
structure (albeit with an inverted contrast) and give the exact same scattering pattern
(because of the Babinet’s principle).

Like in any scattering experiment, statistical properties like size, form and contrast of
the magnetic domains can readily be extracted from the intensities I(q) of the scattering
diagram, where the wave vector transfer q is proportional to the inverse of the spatial
periodicity of wavelength d. We note that the integrated scattering intensity is related
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Figure 3.1.: Principle of X-ray resonant magnetic scattering shown at the M2,3 absorp-
tion edge of Co. (a) Optical index of Co between 55 and 70 eV showing the
differences between right and left circularly polarized light due to XMCD.
(b) Because of these differences, a Co film with aligned nanometric magnetic
domains acts as a diffraction grating for photons in resonance with the M2,3
absorption edge (around 60 eV) and the incoming beam is diffracted into
several scattering orders. (c) Measurement realized at the HHG source of
LOA on a Co/Pd multilayer film presenting aligned magnetic domains with
a period of about 150 nm. The magnetic domain structure shown in inset
(magnetic force microscopy measurement) scatters the beam into a +1 and
−1 diffraction order. The zero order has been blocked.

to the magnetization, M , itself. Hence, by following the time evolution of the integrated
scattering intensity one can also study demagnetization dynamics in an experiment. The
advantage of such an experiment is that no external field is required for saturating the
sample’s magnetization, which is a necessity in any study without spatial resolution.

In more details, the magnetic domain structure can be approximated by a square
grating whose transmission alternates between t+ and t− for up and down magnetic
domains (see inset of figure 3.1(c)). The diffracted intensity in the first order, I, of such
a grating is given by [74]:

I ∝ |t+ − t−|2 with t± = exp
(

2πıdn±

λ

)
, (3.1)

where n±, n± = 1 − (δ ± ∆δ) + ı(β ± ∆β) is the optical index of up (+) and down (−)
magnetic domains (equation 2.1), d the thickness of the film and λ the wavelength of the
radiation. Developing expression 3.1, we find that I is proportional to T (∆δ2 + ∆β2),
where T is the average transmission of the grating. Given that ∆δ and ∆β are both
proportional to the magnetization M (see ref. [75]), it follows:

I ∝ TM2. (3.2)
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Figure 3.2.: (a) Normalized magnetization as a function of time delay recorded using
XRMS with a monochromatized HHG source at about 60 eV on a Co/Pd
multilayer for increasing pump fluences. This plots demonstrate that ultra-
fast demagnetization can be measured at the nanometre scale and is not
a macroscopic effect. (b) Characteristic demagnetization time (pink trian-
gle), τM , as a function of maximum demagnetization. τM is shorter than in
previous reports for Co-based thin films (blue dots from ref. [1] and green
square from ref. [19].) and does not increase with the amplitude of demag-
netization as was previously reported [1].

The pump probe set-up (figure 2.1) is based on a Ti:sapphire laser (λ0 = 815 nm), de-
livering 5 mJ, 40 fs full width at half maximum (FWHM), linearly polarized (horizontal)
pulses at 1 kHz. Each pulse is split into a strong part and a weak part (pump) by a 90%
– 10% beam splitter. The strong part is focused into a gas cell filled with neon (35 mbar)
to generate high harmonics (probe) by non linear interaction between the laser and the
gas. The generated harmonics retain the polarization of the infrared laser and span a
wide photon energy range between 40 and 78 eV. Tuning the source parameters allows
optimizing the efficiency for the generation of the 39th harmonic, which matches the Co
M2,3 absorption edges around 60 eV.

To suppress the incident infrared light, a 200 nm thick aluminum foil is introduced into
the optical path. The transmitted harmonics are then focused (focal spot of 30 µm in
diameter) by a spherical mirror coated with a wide band gap multilayer onto the sample.
To select only the 39th harmonic, a second multilayer mirror, located a few centimetres
before the sample, is used.

The pump beam goes through a delay line and is focused (focal spot of 150 µm in
diameter) to excite the sample. The fluence of the pump beam can be adjusted and
the size of the focal spot ensures a uniform illumination across one membrane. The
harmonic light elastically scattered by the magnetic domain structure of the sample is
collected by a PI-MTE CCD camera (Princeton Instrument) located 4 cm behind the
sample and protected from any diffuse infrared light by an aluminum filter. The time
resolution of this experiment is less than 45 fs (FWHM), which is set predominantly by
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the infrared pulse duration (40 fs), since the harmonic pulses are much shorter [76, 77]
and since there is no jitter between infrared and harmonic pulses in this setup.

The time-resolved images revealed that the magnetic domain structure remain globally
the same throughout the demagnetization process: the spot positions and size remains
the same for all delays (similar as in figure 3.1). However, the intensity of the spot
change because of the demagnetization (equation 3.2). Figure 3.2(a) shows the mag-
netization (M normalized to the unpumped magnetization, M0) as a function of time
delay for a series of increasing pump fluences. The solid lines reproduce fits by a double
exponential expression to the data (triangles), which allows us to extract parameters like
the maximum demagnetization, the thermalization time (τth) and the relaxation time
from the spin degrees of freedom to others (τs−ph) [19].

To obtain accurate values for τs−ph, long delay scans have been performed. The
thermalization time can also be characterized [1] by the delay time τM at which the
drop in magnetization reaches 63 % of its maximum . The values of τM are reported in
figure 3.2(b). One notes that these values are fluctuating within 10 fs around 85 fs with
no clear fluence dependence, although a slow increase with increasing fluence cannot
be ruled out. A demagnetization of almost 45 % is achieved in the case of the highest
fluence level used (11 mJ cm−2), which is just under the destruction threshold of the
sample in our repetitive kilohertz experiment. Nevertheless, even for this rather high
degree of demagnetization, compared to other studies, we do not observe an increase of
the thermalization time.

Our experiment revealed that locally, within each magnetic domain, the magnetization
undergoes a rapid decrease, on the femtosecond timescale, as previously observed macro-
scopically for uniformly magnetized thin films. The overall magnetic domain structure,
on the other hand, retains its organization, even for the highest excitation power ac-
cessible in this experiment. Surprisingly, the observed demagnetization times (∼ 100fs)
are shorter than those reported for uniformly magnetized Co compounds. Furthermore,
they do not vary with excitation power as suggested by previous work.

3.2. Photonless ultrafast demagnetization
Around 2010, it has been proposed that the origin of ultrafast demagnetization could
be due to spin-dependent motion of the optically excited hot valence electrons causing a
spatial redistribution of the magnetization, either to an adjacent metallic layer [78, 12]
or within the magnetic layer itself [79]. Strong experimental evidence for this so-called
superdiffusive spin transport were reported [80, 81, 82, 83]. The question arose then
whether these hot electrons could trigger ultrafast demagnetization without the need of
a direct interaction of the pump optical beam and the magnetic layer.

To investigate this question [84], we implemented an IR-opaque capping layer on
Co/Pd multilayers. The thin-film samples studied in this experiment have been grown
by DC magnetron sputtering on 50 nm thin Si3N4 membranes. Two ferromagnetic
[Co(0.4 nm)/Pd(0.6 nm)]30 multilayer films were grown (figure 3.3(b)). One film was
capped with a 3 nm thin Al layer to prevent oxidation of the magnetic multilayer. Since
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Figure 3.3.: (a) Schematic representation of the pump probe setup used at LCLS. (b)
Composition of the Co/Pd multilayer sample (n = 30). The thickness of the
Al cap layer is either 40 nm (capped sample) or 3 nm (uncapped sample). (c)
Normalized scattering intensity as a function of time delay for capped and
uncapped samples. The demagnetization of the capped sample is clearly
delayed compared to the one of the uncapped sample, it is also a lot slower.

about 1.5 nm of this Al cap is instantaneously oxidized [85], we refer to this film as
uncapped Co/Pd film in the following. This is in contrast to the capped Co/Pd film on
top of which a 40 nm thick Al film was grown. Proper characterization of the number of
photons reaching the magnetic layer demonstrates that the transmitted intensity is by
orders of magnitude too small to excite the ultrafast demagnetization process for this
latter film.

The experiment has been realized at the SXR instrument of the XFEL LCLS [86]
equipped with the pnCCD camera [87] using XRMS as a probe technique for the tempo-
ral evolution of the local magnetization within the domains of the films (figure 3.3(a)).
The 800 nm pump pulses triggering the magnetization dynamics were delivered by the
femtosecond IR laser of the SXR end station [86, 88]. To uniformly excite the magnetic
film on the 50 µm square membranes, a focusing lens (f = 75 cm) was positioned just
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in front of the beamline’s standard in-coupling mirror, which yields close to collinear
beam propagation. The spatial beam profile and position of the IR pump beam was
monitored during the experiment using an out-of-vacuum replica of the IR focus. Since
the IR pulse length in the SXR hutch is about 50 fs, we chose a comparable X-ray probe
pulse length. Both pulse durations are thus below the temporal resolution of the X-ray
arrival time jitter correction, which sets the overall time resolution of the experiment to
about 130 ± 20 fs [89].

As describe in section 3.1, we have employed XRMS as magnetization probe. Prior to
the experiment, a demagnetization procedure with an oscillating, successively decreas-
ing magnetic field oriented parallel to the film surface has been employed to obtain a
magnetic domain structure of well-aligned stripe domains [71]. Tuning the X-ray pho-
ton energy to the magnetically dichroic Co L3 edge (around 778 eV), this grating-like
magnetic domain structure gives rise to localized scattering intensities corresponding to
the grating’s positive and negative diffraction orders. The intensity of these spots is
measure as function of time delay to retrieve the magnetization dynamics.

The demagnetization dynamics of the uncapped Co/Pd film were excited with IR
pump pulse energies of 20 µJ, 25 µJ and 50 µJ. Taking into account the reflectivity and
absorption values, we can derive values for the IR absorbed energy : 6 µJ, 7.5 µJ and
15 µJ respectively, giving rise to a maximum degree of demagnetization at about 0.5 ps
delay of 24 %, 38 % and 57 %. It has to be noted that this absorbed energy values might
not correspond to the actual absorbed energy since the exact IR transmission through the
transport line was not measured accurately. However, these values give us a very good
relative scale to compare with the absorbed energy in the capped sample. Furthermore,
the pump beam profile at the sample position was not measured with a sufficiently
high accuracy to obtain an absolute fluence value. However, previous measurements on
similar samples [17, 90] show that the fluences reached here should approximately be in
the range of 5 to 15 mJ cm−2.

In the case of the capped Co/Pd film, the IR pump pulse energy needed to be increased
to 65 µJ to reach a demagnetization of 12 %. Taking into account the film’s reflectivity
and the layers’ absorption, the IR photon pulse energy directly absorbed in the Co/Pd
layer is estimated to be lower than 0.06 µJ. This corresponds to a fluence value within
the focus area of 0.06 mJ cm−2. Clearly, this amount of energy is more than one order of
magnitude too small to trigger any noticeable demagnetization [90]. Within the 40 nm
thick Al layer, on the other hand, 10.4 µJ are absorbed.

Scattering intensities of both films as function of time delay are reported on figure
3.3(c). On a first glance one notes that the magnetization exhibits in all cases the typical
behavior associated with the ultrafast demagnetization phenomenon [2]: a drastic drop
of the magnetization occurring on a sub-picosecond time scale, which is followed by a
partial magnetization recovery taking place with a slower time constant on the order of
one to a few picoseconds. On the other hand, the comparison of the two films reveals
that the onset of the magnetization dynamics of the capped film is clearly delayed with
respect to the one of the uncapped film. We note that this delayed onset is the expected
signature of the demagnetization dynamics induced by the hot electrons generated by
the IR pump pulse in the metallic capping layer.
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By fitting the data [84], we estimate this delay to be about 270 fs. In addition, the
comparison reveals a clear difference in the demagnetization rate, which is about a factor
of two or so slower in case of the capped Co/Pd film. Interestingly, one notes that the
dynamics of the partial recovery of the magnetization of the capped film is similar to
the one of the weakly pumped uncapped film (6 µJ). This similarity indicates that
about 400 fs after excitation of the magnetization dynamics, the nature of the excitation
process itself does not influence the dynamics anymore.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that ultrafast demagnetization does not require
direct excitation of the ferromagnetic material by a photon pulse. In order to prove that
affirmation we have measured the magnetization dynamics of a magnetic film capped by
a thick Al layer. Contrary to pioneering previous work [83] the optical property of this
capping layer have been thoroughly characterized and found to strongly absorb the IR
pump pulse. The remaining photon pulse reaching the underlying magnetic film is three
orders of magnitude too weak to trigger the demagnetization observed. Comparison
between the dynamics of this capped film with the ones of an uncapped reference film
showed that the onset of the demagnetization dynamics is delayed and the initial loss in
magnetization is slowed down. These observation are compatible with a demagnetization
process triggered by a flux of hot valence band electrons from the Al cap layer to the
underlying magnetic film. The mechanism by which these hot electrons trigger the
demagnetization remains to be elucidated.

3.3. Multi-sub-latices magnetization dynamics
Part of the difficulty to quantify the importance of superdiffusive spin transport [12]
mentioned in section 3.2 comes from the fact that one must measure the hypothetical
magnetization transfer to the metallic layer from the magnetic layer. Measuring the
magnetization of the metallic layer is at best tricky at worst impossible. For example, in
the initial system studied by Battiato and co-workers [12], a nickel film on aluminium,
there is no easy way to quantify the magnetization of the Al layer.

To circumvent this difficulty, we chose to study a sample with an easier design: a Co/Pt
multilayer system. Indeed, the magnetization of the Co and Pt layers can be probed
selectively by using photons in resonance with the Co M2,3 (around 60 eV) and Pt N7
(around 71 eV) absorption edges to investigate the ultrafast demagnetization process of
these two elements [22].

According to the model of superdiffusive spin transport [12], spin-polarized electrons
will be generated by the pump pulse and then transport part of the magnetization from
the Co layer to the Pt (figure 3.4(a)). The magnetization of the Co layers should then
decrease similarly to a single element film while the magnetization of the Pt layers should
increase (figure 3.4(b)). Other process could blur this clear cut view but we should at
least be able to see different magnetization dynamics for Co and Pt.

To realize this experiment, we have perform XRMS on a [Co(0.6 nm)/Pt(0.8 nm)]20
multilayer grown on a 50 nm thin Si3N4 membrane. The main difference with the ex-
periment described in section 3.1 is the fact that we focused all the harmonics onto the
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Figure 3.4.: (a) Schematic representation of a Co/Pt multilayer sample and the associ-
ated magnetization profile (Unpumped). Following the theory of superdif-
fusive spin transport [12], after the pump part of the magnetization of Co
should be tranfer to Pt and the magnetization profile should become more
uniform (pumped). (b) The magnetization dynamics of Co should show the
usual dip while the one of Pt should show a bump (or at least a slower
decrease). (c) XRMS obtained for a Co/Pt sample with aligned magnetic
domains. There is no monochromator and all the harmonics are focused
onto the sample. This leads to scattering spots for harmonics in resonance
with the Co M2,3 edges (largest central spots) but also for harmonics in
resonance with the Pt N7 (inside spots) and O3 edges (outside spots) [22].
(d) Normalized magnetization as a function of time delay as measured with
photons in resonance of the Co and Pt edges. Both dynamics are very sim-
ilar revealing that the transfer of magnetization from Co to Pt is at most
very weak.

sample. Indeed, we have replace the spherical mirror by a toroidal mirror in grazing
incidence and we have remove the monochromator. We now have harmonic in resonance
with both absorption egdes of interest.

Figure 3.4(c) shows the scattering obtained in this configuration. We have now three
scattering spots on each side of the detector corresponding to the Co M2,3 edge (central
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most intense spots), to the Pt N7 edge (inner intense spot) and also the Pt O3 edge.
By following the intensities of these spots as a function of time delay, we can retrieve
the magnetization dynamics of Co and Pt. The transients are shown in figure 3.4(d).
Even though Pt demagnetizes slightly more, the two magnetization dynamics are almost
identical.

In conclusion, it does not appear that a significant magnetization transfer from the
Co layers to the Pt layers occur in this system. However, it has to be noted that in this
type of multilayer, Pt has a strong magnetization induced by the neighbouring Co atoms.
This could prevent us to see small superdiffusive effect under a larger demagnetization
of Pt. To circumvent this problem, we have crafted a cleaner experiment and realized it
at the XFEL FLASH to have more photon at the Pt edge.

The experiment is the following. Instead of using a Co/Pt multilayer we use a Co/Pd
multilayer of the same composition as the ones described in sections 3.1 and 3.2. This
multilayer is grown on a few nanometers thick Pt buffer layer and cap with a Pt layer
of the same thickness. The Pt layers are only in contact with Pd layers to prevent any
initial magnetization of Pt. With this new design, it should be easier to pick up any
magnetization transfer towards the Pt cap or buffer layer. The experiment is realized
using XRMS in transmission. We were not able to demagnetize the sample a lot but
we could not detect any significant transfer of magnetization to the Pt layers confirming
our previous results.

3.4. Ultrafast magnetic anisotropy dynamics
Since our first study on magnetization dynamic of magnetic thin films with strong per-
pendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and presenting alternating domains with "up"
and "down" magnetization [17], there have been several report on the magnetization
dynamic on similar system. For example, Pfau and co-workers [80] studied Co/Pt multi-
layers at the Co M2,3 absorption resonance and found an ultrafast shift of the maximum
value of the scattering intensity with a time constant of approximately 300 fs, which
they attributed to a superdiffusive spin-current-induced domain wall broadening. In
a similar experiment, Zusin and co-workers scrutinized CoFe/Ni multilayers at the Ni
L3 edge and identified a pump-induced shift of the diffraction ring reaching 6 % within
1.6 ps which they interpreted as an ultrafast domain dilation, resulting from in- elastic
electron-magnon scattering [91]. This contrasts our earlier work where the magnetic do-
main structure remained unaffected during the ultrafast demagnetization process [17].
These examples clearly illustrate the need to conduct additional studies in order to (a)
further quantify the impact of ultrashort laser excitation on magnetic thin films with
a complex spin texture and (b) clarify the role played by superdiffusive spin currents
when changes in the magnetic structure occur on femtosecond timescales.

To do so we have perform a time-resolved XRMS experiment on a 50 nm thick amor-
phous Co88Tb12 sample grown on 50 nm thick Si3N4 membranes. After deposition, the
samples were subjected to a demagnetization procedure using an oscillating in-plane
field with decreasing amplitude to obtain a nanometric magnetic domain structure. The
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Figure 3.5.: (a) XRMS of a Co88Tb12 presenting aligned stripe domains showing the
first an third order scattering spots. (b) Normalized scattering intensity as
a function of time delay for first and third scattering orders. After about 4 ps
the two dynamics begin to diverge revealing a modification of the magnetic
structure. (c) Domain size, w, domain wall linear width, d and domain size
distribution, σ as a function of time delay. The dynamic of these parameters
is retrieved by fitting the XRMS data to a linear domain wall model [71].
The domain wall width increase after 4 ps while the other two parameters
remain constants over time.

particularity of this study is the fact that we were able to observe the ±3rd scattering
orders in addition to the ±1st orders that we usually follow to measure the magnetization
dynamic [92]. The scattering pattern is shown in figure 3.5(a). These additional infor-
mations allow us to retrieve the average period, w, of the magnetic domain structure as
a function of time but also the average domain wall width, d.

A first analysis of the data can be done by simply integrating the intensity of the ±3rd

and the ±1st magnetic scattering orders and by plotting this intensity as a function of
time delay. The results of such an analysis are reported on figure 3.5(b). It can be
clearly observe that after 4 ps the dynamics at the 3rd and 1st orders diverge: the 3rd

orders intensity drops in comparison to the 1st orders intensity.
To link this drop to meaningful physical parameters we have fitting our data to the

model of magnetic domain structure proposed by Hellwig and co-workers [71]. This
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model considers the aligned magnetic domain structure as a trapezoidal grating with
linear domain wall. Three parameters can be retrieved from the model: the average
period of the grating, w, the average linear domain wall width, d, and the size distribution
of the domain size, σ. The evolution of these parameters as function of time delay is
shown of figure 3.5(c). Only the d change over time. After 4 ps it starts to increase from
about 30 nm to about 45 nm (around a delay of 20 ps). After that it relaxes slowly to its
initial value.

It can be shown be a detailed analysis [92] that the change of domain size is the
result of a modification of PMA. However, the time scales observed may not reflect the
characteristic time scales of modification of PMA itself. Indeed, our observation could
be affected by the finite spin reorientation times within the domain wall itself which
could be of the order of several picoseconds considering the typical propagation speed
of spin waves.
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4. Technical development to measure
ultrafast magnetization dynamics

4.1. "Single shot" magnetic dynamic recording
Typically, experiments resolving ultrafast processes rely on repetitive pump probe tech-
niques that do not allow probing of phenomena having a stochastic nature or systems
that are difficult to reset repeatedly to the initial state. To overcome these limitations,
various methods based on spatial and spectral encoding of the pump probe time delay
have been developed in optical spectroscopy, which allow for time reconstruction of an
ultrafast process from a single optical laser pulse [93, 94, 95].

In the X-ray range so far, a single X-ray or XUV pulse from XFEL succeeded only in
capturing the transient state of a sample at a single time delay [20], with the notable
exceptions of multiple split and delay setups sampling a few discrete time delays at once
[96]. In the following, a novel experimental method that makes it possible to continuously
probe with a single femtosecond XFEL pulse the response of a system to an ultrafast
excitation over an extended time interval [97].

Our experimental technique, to which we refer to in the following as XUV streaking,
is based on a basic principle of diffractive zone plate optics. Each zone of the zone plate
diffracts light to the focal point adding a delay of λ/c per zone, where λ is the wavelength
of the XUV pulses and c is the speed of light. The optical path length from a zone plate
to its focal point is the shortest for rays diffracted from the innermost zone of the zone
plate and it increases continuously with the radial distance from the zone plate centre
(figure 4.1(a)). When a single probe pulse illuminates the zone plate, it is diffracted into
a continuous set of sub-pulses that converge at the focus. As each sub-pulse propagates
along a different path, each of them reaches the focus at a different time and with a
different angle. Their propagation continues after the focus, and the sub-pulses separate
again, reaching spatially distinct locations, e.g., on an area detector. In this way the
arrival time of each sub-pulse to the focus is encoded into the spatial coordinates on
the detector. When a sample is placed in the zone plate focus, these sub-pulses probe
the sample at different times, e.g., with respect to the arrival of an external pump pulse
exciting the sample. The time evolution of the sample properties is thus encoded in
the image recorded by the area detector. The choice of an off-axis illumination of the
zone plate [98] is ideal to separate the different diffraction orders and to maximise the
accessible time delay window for a given beam size.

XUV streaking also overcomes a limitation of conventional pump-probe experiments
at unseeded XFEL. The stochastic nature of SASE results in strong fluctuations of XUV
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Figure 4.1.: (a) Schematic representation of single shot magnetic dynamic recording.
The incoming XUV beam passes through an off-axis Fresnel zone plate.
The path from the inner part of the zone plate to the focal spot is shorter
than the path from the outer part introducing a time delay between rays
that passes at this two positions. For the entire beam, there is a continuous
range of delays between these two extreme. A sample is situated at the focal
position of the beam which then diverge and is recorded on a 2D detector
where time is encoded in space. The negative first order of the zone plate
is also recorded on a 2D detector to normalize the data. (b) Normalized
image obtain for a Co thin film pumped with an IR pulse showing the
correspondence between space and time. The change in color along the
horizontal axis is due to ultrafast demagnetization of the Co film.

pulse parameters such as arrival time or spectral composition [99, 100]. As conventional
pump-probe measurements require averaging over many XFEL pulses, such fluctuations
result, for example, in a deterioration of the achievable energy and time resolution.
Retrieving the full time evolution of the ultrafast response of the sample using a single
XUV pulse avoids the need of averaging over a series of XXFEL pulses, and allows
approaching the achievable energy and time resolution given by the characteristics of a
single XFEL pulse. As the whole dynamics of an ultrafast process is captured in a single
pump-probe event, XUV streaking gives access to the ultrafast dynamics of stochastic
phenomena and irreversible phase transitions in materials. Note that this is even useful
when repetitive pump-probe measurements are possible, since capturing the entire trace
at once allows selecting specific probe pulses, which can improve the data quality.

To demonstrate the capabilities of our novel XUV streaking technique we investigated
the ultrafast demagnetization dynamics occurring in a thin ferromagnetic Co film (20 nm
in thickness capped with 3 nm of Al grown on Si substrate) upon non-thermal excitation
by an intense, femtosecond short IR pulse. Since up to now, all the experiments on
ultrafast demagnetiwation have relied on repetitive pump probe techniques, it remains an
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open question whether this phenomenon is indeed governed only by a single reproducible
mechanism, as commonly expected, or whether multiple pathways, characterised by
different demagnetization dynamics, are present.

To gain sensitivity to the transient magnetic properties of the sample we employed
resonant TMOKE. The XUV photon energy was tuned to the cobalt M2,3 edge (around
60 eV, corresponding to a wavelength of 20.8 nm) and the sample oriented close to its
Brewster angle. In this experimental configuration a change in the sample magnetisation
generates a variation in XUV reflectivity of up to 40 %. The unfocused FLASH pulse
is used to illuminate the 4.8 × 4.8 mm2 Fresnel off-axis zone plate. The +1st diffraction
order beam is focused on the area of the sample excited by the IR laser pulse. The
sample reflects the beam towards a high sensitivity two-dimensional detector (reflection
detector). The −1st diffraction order beam is divergent and goes directly to a second
two-dimensional detector (reference detector). We employ the reference detector to
account for shot to shot fluctuations in the intensity profile of the XFEL beam, as well
as inhomogeneities in the illumination and diffraction efficiencies of the zone plate.

To experimentally quantify the transient magnetization change induced by the IR
laser pulse (fluence of 15 mJ cm−2), we collected reflectivity measurements using single
XFEL pulses. After correcting for illumination fluctuations and after rescaling the image
to the calculated time delay (given the zone plate characteristics), we obtained images
such as the one presented in figure 4.1(b). The demagnetization of the film is clearly
seen as a change of reflectivity of the sample over time. The red dashed line represent
roughly the time overlap between the pump and the probe. By averaging the image along
the y-coordinate, one obtains the single shot time resolved reflectivity curve shown in
figure 4.2(a). We note that the signal-to-noise ratio of these single shot data is excellent,
well comparable to what has been obtained so far by averaging over a large number of
pump-probe events in repetitive pump-probe measurements [17].

Figure 4.2(b) shows the statistical distribution of the spin relaxation time τM obtained
by fitting (with a double exponential expression [97]) the time resolved reflectivity curves
recorded for each of 193 consecutive events. The measurements follow a unimodal dis-
tribution, and the fitting of the experimental histogram with a Gaussian distribution
shows an excellent agreement leading to a value of < τM > of 113 ± 20 fs, in excellent
agreement with the value obtained in a single pump probe event. We note that this
value is comparable with our experimental time resolution of ∼ 120 fs and that within
this limit, we do not observe a multimodal distribution peaked around more than one
value that could indicate that the magnetic system followed different paths on each de-
magnetization event. This observation illustrates that, within our time resolution, the
evolution of the ultrafast demagnetization process is truly deterministic.

Since resonant TMOKE provides a very strong magnetic dichroism (see above), it was
ideally suited for a first feasibility demonstration. On the other hand, this experimental
geometry can only be employed to study the magnetization dynamics of the surface of
a sample in materials exhibiting an in-plane magnetization. To demonstrate a broader
applicability of the XUV streaking technique, we used the XMCD effect in transmission
to follow the magnetization dynamics of Co at M2,3 edges in 50 nm thin Co76Dy24 alloy
films grown on 30 nm thin Si3N4 membranes exhibiting out-of-plane magnetization [101].
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Figure 4.2.: (a) Normalized reflectivity (TMOKE geometry) as a function of time delay
obtained after exciting a Co thin film with a femtosecond IR pulse recorded
with a single shot XFEL pulse. The transient is obtained by integration
along the vertical axis of the image of figure 4.1(b) and can be fitted with
a double exponential expression to extract the demagnetization time, τM .
(b) Distribution of demagnetization times, τM , obtained for 193 single shot
magnetization dynamic recordings. Normalized image recorded for (c) mul-
tiple and for (d) single XUV shots showing the demagnetization transient of
a Co88Dy12 thin film after excitation by a femtosecond IR pulse. The mag-
netization of the film is probed by XMCD in transmission. (e) Integration
of previous two images showing the intensity as function of time delay. The
signal to noise ratio of the single shot transient is already good but recording
several hundred shot enhance significantly the data quality allowing one to
study very weak effect.

The experimental setup is very similar that the one describe above except that the
XFEL beam goes through the sample instead of being reflected. The experiment was
conducted at the beamline DiProI of FERMI since we need circularly polarized XUV
light to conduct an XMCD experiment. A permanent magnetic field of ±250 mT is
applied to reset a single domain state after each pump probe event. Figure 4.2(c) (d)
and (e) shows the results obtained. In the corrected images (figure 4.2(c) and (d)), the
magnetization dynamic is clearly visible for multiple shots recording as well as single
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shot recording. This is particularly impressive since, contrary to TMOKE, the XMCD
contrast is rather weak (at most 10 % here). The integration of these images along the
vertical axis (figure 4.2(e)) confirm this impression. The single-to-noise ratio is good for
single shot data and very impressive for multiple shots recording. The ability to use XUV
streaking with low contrast probe demonstrated here will open up new measurements
possibilities in the field of magnetization dynamics and beyond.

4.2. X-ray pump X-ray probe: towards few
femtoseconds time resolution

At XFEL recent developments now allow for the generation of few femtoseconds X-ray
pulses [102, 103] which have the potential to yield more versatile time-resolved spectro-
scopic experiments. Unfortunately, the traditional IR pump X-ray probe experimental
schemes are typically limited by the pulse duration of the IR laser, typically between
30 and 100 fs at XFEL facilities. The arrival time jitter between IR and X-ray pulses
further degrades the time resolution. It has to be noted that schemes have been devel-
oped at XFEL to produce several X-ray pulses separated by a variable delay to perform
X-ray pump X-ray probe experiments [7,8,9] [104, 44, 105]. These approaches have the
advantages of getting rid of the jitter and of being theoretically only limited by the
duration of the X-ray pulses. They also offer the powerful possibility to excite core
electrons and can hence trigger dynamics that differ from those generated by IR lasers.
Unfortunately, those methods rely on XFEL special operation modes and are not widely
available for users. Moreover, they have some limitations such as the range of delays
accessible (typically between zero and a few hundreds of femtoseconds).

Our goal is to fully exploit the very short X-ray pulses delivered at XFEL in an
X-ray pump X-ray probe geometry to obtain a sub-15-fs time resolution with an easy-
to-implement user-side setup [106]. This is realized by splitting the X-ray beam into two
parts: the first part is used to excite the sample and the second part is used to probe
the sample state. In that way, we are only limited by the X-ray pulse duration. This
enabled us to study the onset of the magnetization dynamics in Ni film with the best
time resolution achievable at XFEL. In the following, we describe the split and delay
setup that we have designed, installed, and commissioned at FLASH.

Our experimental setup (see figure 4.3) relies on a split and delay unit consisting of
a flat rectangular mirror (120 × 20 mm2), a fused silica ultra-flat substrate, and two
spherical mirrors (focal length of about 1500 mm). The flat mirror (splitting mirror)
is set at a grazing angle of 1.4◦ and geometrically splits the incoming beam (16 mm
in diameter) into two parts. A major part of the XFEL intensity passes the mirror
and reaches the first spherical mirror (pump mirror) which focuses the beam onto the
sample: this constitutes the pump beam (purple). The reflected part reaches the second
spherical mirror (probe mirror) and is also focused onto the sample: this constitutes the
probe beam (orange). The angle between the two beams is 2.8◦. Both pump and probe
mirrors are coated with a wide band aperiodic multilayer coating purchased from optiX
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Figure 4.3.: (a) Schematic representation of the split and delay setup. The incoming
XUV beam is separateid in two parts by a fused silica substrate at grazing
incidence (beam splitter). The main part, the pump (purple), passes along
the substrate and is focused by a spherical mirror set at a near normal
incidence onto the sample. The reflected part, the probe (orange), is also
focused onto the sample by a near normal incidence spherical mirror. This
mirror is mounted on a motorized stage and a time delay can be introduced
between the pump and the probe by moving this stage. The probe beam
is recorded after the sample either in reflection or transmission geometry.
Both spherical mirror are coated with a wide band multilayer.

fab. (Jena, Germany) , reflecting XUV radiation with at least 15 % efficiency in the
52 eV to 67 eV photon energy range.

We keep the pump mirror fixed and control the spatial overlap by vertical and hori-
zontal tilts of the focusing probe mirror. The position of the two beams is monitored by
imaging the X-ray induced fluorescence of an yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) screen
positioned at the sample position with a CCD camera. In order to ensure that the
two beams remain overlapped during the experiment, vibrations have to be kept at a
minimum. Indeed, if we want to keep the positions of the two beams within 10 µm of
their initial positions, the variations of the angle of incidence on each mirror has to be
maintained below 10 µrad. This is achieved by using a low vibration design for the mir-
ror mounts and by isolating the vacuum chamber from any vibration source, especially
from the vacuum pumps.

The time delay is changed by moving the probe mirror. The motorized stage used
for this motion is set parallel to the probe mirror to sample direction: the properties
of spherical mirrors ensure that the probe beam position remains stable while varying
the delay. Moreover, the small alignment variations which may arise while scanning the
delays can be corrected by the motorized rotations of the probe mirror (a correction
table is recorded before the measurement). Since the beam impinges on the spherical
mirrors at near normal incidence the delay changes amount to 2 × ∆l/c where ∆l is
the position of the probe mirror compared to the zero-delay position and c the speed of
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Figure 4.4.: Details of the transmission geometry detection scheme. The sample is mag-
netized out of plane by a set of permanent magnets. After the sample, the
probe beam goes through a beamsplitter (a thin Si3N4 membrane). The
reflected part is measured by an APD and is used as intensity monitor. The
remaining part is used to measure the Faraday rotation induced by the sam-
ple magnetization thanks to a multilayer coated polarizer and an APD. The
intensity of the pump beam is also recorded allowing us to sort the data by
pump fluence.

light.
The probe beam can be focused down to a 50 µm spot, FWHM, on the sample and

the size and pointing variations are negligible over the complete range of delays (about
10 ps or 1.5 mm). To homogeneously pump the sample, the pump beam focal spot has
to be larger, about 100 µm, FWHM. This is easily achieved by using the mirror with
the longest focal length for the pump. Indeed, the tolerance on the mirror curvature
being of the order of 1 %, there is a few millimeters difference between the focal lengths
of the two mirrors. The profile of the beam also allows us to estimate roughly the pump
fluence on the sample by taking into account the reflectivity of the different elements in
the system. We can achieve a pump fluence of at most 2.5 mJ cm−2 which is sufficient
to demagnetize the different samples with an incoming XFEL pulse energy as low as
10 µJ. Contrary to IR pump schemes, there is almost no reflectivity and 50 % to 90 % of
the pump is absorbed by the magnetic layer (depending on its thickness and the exact
photon energy).

Since the XUV pulses at FLASH2 are linearly polarized, it is impossible to use XMCD
directly, even though it is the preferred X-ray technique to probe magnetization in trans-
mission. We therefore employ the resonant Faraday effect as a probe of the magnetiza-
tion state of the samples. We have recently demonstrated how to measure femtosecond
magnetization dynamics using the Faraday effect at photon energies in resonance with
absorption edges of elements [63]. The configuration of the experiment is sketched in
figure 4.4. For this experiment, we have studied a 30 nm thin Ni sample. It was sputter
deposited on chips consisting of a nine-by-nine grid of 50 nm thick Si3 N4 windows. The
windows are squares of 50 µm. The samples have been capped by a 5 nm Al layer to
prevent them from being oxidized.

In transmission geometry, the sample is set at normal incidence and magnetized out
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Figure 4.5.: (a) Normalized intensity recorded after the polarizer as a function of time
delay for opposite magnetization direction and for an Ni film excited with
an XUV pulse. The green curve (in the middle) is the average intensity. (b)
Magnetization as function of time delay as obtain by taking the difference
of the two precedent transients and normalizing by the average value before
pump (negative delays). This curve as well as the fit and the dashed line
showing the standard deviation of the unpumped signal reveal that the time
resolution is better than 15 fs.

of plane by permanent ring magnets (maximum field of 350 mT , high enough to satu-
rate the magnetization of the samples) to maximize the Faraday effect. To reverse the
direction of the magnetic field, we use two sets of permanent ring magnets mounted
in opposite direction on a vertical motorized stage. Behind the sample, the pump and
probe beams diverge. The pump beam intensity is recorded on an X-ray photodiode
after reflection on a gold coated mirror.

Part of the probe beam is reflected upwards by a Si3 N4 window and recorded by an
APD. This window is set to an angle of incidence of 45°, close to the Brewster angle,
and only reflects the p-component of the beam. Since the Faraday rotation is of the
order of a few degrees at most, the p-component of the beam is mostly unaffected by
the magnetic state of the sample, allowing us to measure the probe beam intensity even
when the sample is excited by the pump. The fact that the I0 monitors for pump and
probe are placed after the sample provides a high precision since only the intensity of
the light passing the 50 µm apertures of the sample is measured.

After the Si3N4 window, the probe beam is reflected by the polarizer which consists
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of a few repetitions Al/B4C multilayer mirror with a reflectivity higher than 10 % in
the 55 eV to 66 eV energy range also purchased from optiX fab. This polarizer mostly
reflects the s-component of the electric field of the XFEL pulses (the s-reflectivity is at
least 200 times higher than the p-reflectivity), and its intensity is measured by an APD.
The angle of incidence of the polarizer can be adjusted to optimize the amplitude of the
magnetic signal by maximizing the extinction ratio (ratio between s and p reflectivity).

The polarizer can also be rotated around the probe beam axis in order to move the
reflection out of the horizontal plane. This allows us to work slightly out of the p-
geometry which is essential to be able to see a difference between the two directions of
magnetization [63]. Indeed, since the polarizer and detector are only sensitive to the
magnitude of the s-component of the beam, both directions of magnetization give the
same signal in a pure p-geometry. Working slightly out of the horizontal plane results
in different signals for the two different magnetization directions, the difference between
the two being proportional to the magnetization of the sample [63].

Figure 4.5(a) shows the normalized transmitted intensity as a function of pump probe
time delay recorded for the Ni film for opposite direction of the sample magnetization.
The time-resolved magnetization, M , is proportional to the difference between these
two signals ∆I [63]. There is clearly a magnetization dynamics induced by the XUV
pump. The sum of these two signals is not a straight line revealing a weak non-magnetic
dynamic. Figure 4.5(b) shows this signal normalized to the unpumped difference, ∆I0 .
From this measurement, we can estimate a total time resolution of better than 15 fs for
our experiment by looking at the initial drop of magnetization. Indeed, this drop occurs
in an interval of 12 fs (three consecutive points each separated by 6 fs) showing that we
can determine the onset of demagnetization with a precision better than 15 fs.

Furthermore, fitting the graph of figure 4.5(b) with expression for demagnetization
dynamics found in [78] for example, we can determine the best Gaussian envelope de-
scribing the time resolution (Γ(t) function in [78]) of our data: the best results are
obtained for a Gaussian with a 10 fs FWHM. Finally, the estimated pulse duration of
less than 10 fs would yield at worst a time resolution of about 14 fs (the convolution of
two 10 fs Gaussian profile is a 10 times square root of 2 Gaussian profile). All these
evidences point to a sub-15 fs time resolution in this experiment. This time resolution is
not far from the best time resolution achievable at attosecond harmonic sources – about
5 fs [11] – and the best that has yet been achieved for a femto-magnetism experiment at
XFEL.
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5. Conclusion and outlook

5.1. Summary
In the past ten years, my work in the field of ultrafast magnetization dynamics has lead
to several interesting new insights, thanks to the unique abilities of XUV radiation to
probe the magnetic state of a sample more accurately than optical MOKE. Among those
achievements I would like to point out the first observation of ultrafast demagnetization
at the nanometer scale [17], the first report of ultrafast demagnetization driven only
by hot electrons [84] and the observation of the PMA dynamic in transition metal rare
earth alloy [92].

Furthermore, with my colleagues at LCPMR and collaborators in Switzerland, Ger-
many and Italy, we develop the technique of "single shot" magnetic recording. This
technique is very powerful either as a tool to study non reproducible dynamic [97] or
as a mean to achieve unprecedented data quality thanks to a very high sampling rate
[101, 45, 107]. It will undoubtedly have application beyond magnetization dynamics but
in this field it could for example be coupled with our XUV pump XUV probe scheme to
study subtle effects such as optically induced spin and orbital momentum transfer [11].

My work has also opened a few questions that I want to investigate in the next few
years. In the following, I describe two future projects.

5.2. Ultrafast dynamic of electronic structure
Since the first ultrafast magnetization dynamics experiment using soft X-rays, it has been
observed that ultrafast electronic effects could modify the absorption spectra already at
few hundreds of femtoseconds after excitation [108] and that this effect persists to some
extent after 50 ps [109]. Although these modifications are small, they could have an
impact on the magnetization dynamics [110] but a systematic experimental investigation
of this relationship remains to be done. Theoretical modeling of this phenomenon has
been scarce [110, 109] and no consensus has emerged on the origin of this effect.

In the XUV range, it has been demonstrated that very high excitation fluences could
lead to a spectacular modification of the magnetic scattering form factor and related
scattering intensity and the associated resonant magneto-optical effects close to the
absorption edges [111]. However, the proposed explanation, based on energy shifts of
the absorption edge in the very early stages after an excitation, has been partially
revised in view of more recent works considering stimulated emission [112, 113] or onset
of ultrafast demagnetization [114].
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Figure 5.1.: Schematic description of the transient transmission dynamics experiment.
The XFEL beam passes a first normalization grating before reaching the
sample where an IR femtosecond pulse has pushed the system out of equi-
librium. After the sample, the beam is scattered by a second grating which
will be used to measure the transmitted intensity before being blocked by a
beamstop. All the diffracted signals are recorded at different positions on a
CCD camera.

In comparison to previous reports [108, 109, 111], our recent observation of a strong
laser-induced ultrafast modification of the electronic system, revealed by the sharp in-
crease in absorption of a Ni/Cu/Fe thin film for photon energies close to the Ni ab-
sorption M edge is then surprising [45]. Indeed, the 15 % change in absorption (XAS)
clearly dominates the few percent modification of XMCD which in addition is delayed
compared to the electronic response. Moreover, it occurs for low fluences (only a few
mJ cm−2) and is strongly dependent on the probe energy [107]. Our observations could
be explained by a shift of about 500 meV of the absorption edge, significantly more than
what has been observed at the L edge (130 meV) [108].

Our goal will be to ascertain the existence of this shift, measure its amplitude and
understand its origin by performing systematic measurements and theoretical modeling.
This work will be conducted at the HHG source of LOA and at the XFEL FERMI and
FLASH and we will have collaboration with Prof. Dr. Hubert Ebert at LMU (Munich,
Germany).

As a first step to study this aspect of ultrafast dynamics in solids, I proposed and
recently realized the following experiment at FERMI (see schematic representation on
figure 5.1).We have studied a studied a Co/Pt multilayer presenting a nanometric mag-
netic domains structure which scatters the incoming FEL beam in a ring. The intensity
of this scattering pattern allows us to retrieve the magnetization as explained in section
3.1. In order to measure the transmission variations of the sample, which are linked to
the transient variations of the electronic structure, we placed a diffraction grating after
sample. The characteristics of this grating are calculated to give a diffracted intensity
of the same order as the intensity diffracted by the magnetic structure. To enhance
the signal to noise ratio, we placed a similar grating before the sample (rotated by 90°
compared to the back grating). The diffracted orders of this grating pass through the
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sample but are not excited by the IR pump laser. Consequently, they are directly pro-
portional to the incoming intensity and are used to normalize both the time-resolved
magnetic scattering and transmission signals. After the back grating the direct beam
will be blocked by a beamstop while the diffracted photons will be collected by the same
CCD camera ensuring the best linearity possible between the different scattering pat-
terns. It is not possible to record directly the transmitted beam since the dynamic range
of the CCD camera is not high enough. Indeed the transmitted beam and the magnetic
scattering have very different intensities.

The data recorded are still under analysis but the idea is to reproduce this experiment
at the M2,3 absorption edges of Co and on different ferromagnetic elements.

5.3. Magnetization dynamics in embedded nanopillars
The ability to control the magnetization of magnetic materials without applying large
magnetic fields is a strong, technologically relevant, motivation in the quest for new
hybrid (nano) materials. Ideally, such systems should afford the possibility to control
the magnetization fast and with reduced energy consumption. In recent years, hybrid
systems consisting of heavy metals associated with 3d ferromagnetic metals for current-
assisted magnetization switching [115] and multiferroic materials for electric-field-control
of magnetization [116] have been intensively studied. However, the fastest control of
magnetization can be achieved with light. All optical switching [13] has recently emerged
as a powerful technique to steer the magnetization on femtosecond timescales, but it is
not yet clear to what extent it applies to nanostructures.

Consequently, it would be interesting to follow a new path in manipulating magneti-
zation by combining hybrid systems development and optical magnetization control (see
figure 5.2). This approach would rely on the elaboration of new vertically assembled
nanocomposites (VANs) made of magnetic nano-objects epitaxially embedded in photo-
strictive (PS) thin films. PS materials respond to light irradiation with a deformation
of their lattice [117]. The interest in PS materials has been renewed following recent re-
ports of huge light-induced strains (up to 2 %) that can be generated on short timescales
(down to the few picosecond range) in SrRuO3 and SrIrO3 [118, 119] thin films with
thickness in the tens of nanometers range.

While the possibility to couple magnetic thin films with PS materials has been demon-
strated, the classical planar architecture is problematic: magnetic thin films must be
very thin because of light absorption and strain relaxation issues. One possibility to
circumvent this problem is to switch to other types of geometries. VANs are made
of nanopillars of a given material that are embedded epitaxially in a thin-film matrix.
These nanocomposites are mostly grown using pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Using a
ferromagnetic material for the nanopillars allows one to obtain assemblies of nanomag-
nets whose size (diameter in the 2 to 10 nm range) and magnetic anisotropy can be
tuned [120, 121]. The control of the magnetic anisotropy is a direct consequence of the
nanoarchitectures that give rise to large axial strain.

Our research hypothesis is that it should be possible to elaborate optimized, epitaxial,
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Figure 5.2.: (a) Principle of light-assisted magnetization reversal in ferromagnetic PS
VANs in a non-local bias field. (b) Optimized structure with a thin layer of
PS material (thickness e) leading to a light-triggered exchange spring sys-
tem. The soft part corresponds to the apex of the nanopillar in the region of
thickness e where its softness is triggered by light. (c) Reconfigurable mag-
netization textures in optimized nanocomposites: by adjusting static strain
and dimensions, we aim at elaborating nanostructures with magnetization
switching from out-of-plane to in-plane upon irradiation.

hybrid VANs that couple magnetism and photostriction in order to control the magne-
tization locally allowing for light-reconfigurable spin textures on an ultrafast timescale.
Despite a previous report suggesting that PS-ferromagnetic VANs are interesting sys-
tems for control of ferromagnetism through light [122], the field of PS-ferromagnetic
VANs has been barely explored since and many questions remain open concerning the
optimization of coupling effects in VANs and the timescales and associated speed of
action of light on magnetism.

Together with the team of Franck Vidal at Institut des nanosciences de Paris, Guil-
laume Lambert at LOA and Nicolas Jaouen at Synchrotron Soleil, we have received an
ANR grant (starting 1st January 2022) to study ultrafast magnetization dynamics in
PS-ferromagnetic VANs.
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Glossary
AOS all-optical switching. 4

APD avalanche photodiode. 32–34

FERMI Free Electron Laser Radiation for Multidisciplinary Investigations. 9, 29, 36

FLASH Free electrons LASer in Hamburg. 9, 23, 28, 30, 32, 36

FWHM full width at half maximum. 17, 32, 34

HHG high harmonics generation. 5–7, 15–17, 36

IR infrared. 5, 8, 13, 15, 18–20, 27–30, 32, 36, 37

LCLS Linac Coherent Light Source. 10, 19

LCPMR laboratoire de chimie physique – matière et rayonnement – Paris, France –. 6,
14, 35

LOA laboratoire d’optique appliquée – Palaiseau, France –. 6, 15, 16, 36, 38

MOKE magneto-optical Kerr effect. 4, 12–15, 35

PLD pulsed laser deposition. 37

PMA perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. 23, 25, 35

PS photostrictive. 37, 38

SASE self-amplified spontaneous emission. 9, 10, 26

TMOKE transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect. 13, 14, 28–30

VANs vertically assembled nanocomposites. 37, 38

XFEL X-ray or XUV free electrons laser. 5–7, 9, 10, 19, 23, 26–30, 32, 36

XMCD X-ray magnetic circular dichroism. 10, 11, 15, 16, 28–30, 32, 36

XRMS X-ray resonant magnetic scattering. 6, 15, 17, 19–24

XUV extreme ultraviolet. 5–7, 9, 12–14, 26–35
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A. Résumé en français
Dans ce rapport, je résume mes activités de recherche des dix dernières années dans le
domaine de la dynamique d’aimantation ultrarapide. La spécificité de mon approche
est d’utiliser des impulsions de rayons X femtosecondes pour sonder l’aimantation de la
matière. Ce type d’études a été rendu possible grâce à la mise au point de source de
rayons X femtosecondes comme la génération d’harmoniques d’ordre élevé ou les lasers
à électrons libre X. L’utilisation de rayons X pour sonder l’aimantation de la matière
présente plusieurs avantages dont : l’obtention d’une résolution spatiale nanométrique
pour étudier l’aimantation à l’échelle des plus petites structures magnétiques ; la spécifité
élémentaire pour observer la dynamique magnétique de différents éléments dans des
alliages ou hétérostructures ; une résolution temporelle pouvant aller jusqu’à l’échelle
attoseconde ; la possibilité de séparer les contributions de spin et orbital à l’aimantation.

Les expériences réalisées reposent sur différents effets magnéto-optiques qui perme-
ttent de mesurer l’état de l’aimantation d’un système avec de la lumière. Dans ces
études nous avons exploité : (i) le dichroisme magnétique circulaire des rayons X
(XMCD) ; (ii) l’effet Faraday ; (iii) l’effet Kerr magnéto-optique transverse (TMOKE).
L’application de l’effet XMCD à des échantillons présentant des domaines magnétiques
nanométriques alignés nous à permis d’étudier pour la première fois la désaimantation
ultrarapide à l’échelle nanométrique. En effet, grâce à l’effet XMCD cette structure se
comporte comme un réseau de diffraction pour des rayons X en résonance avec des seuils
d’absorption des matériaux étudiés. Les pics de diffusion observés sont caractéristiques
de la structure magnétique et peuvent être étudiés après stimulation par une impulsion
optique femtoseconde qui pousse le système dans un état hors équilibre. Grâce à ce type
d’expériences, nous avons pu mettre en évidence la désaimantation induite par électrons
chauds, nous avons pu étudier le transport superdiffusif de spin dans des multicouches ou
encore nous avons pu suivre la dynamique de l’anisotropie magnétique perpendiculaire.

Nous avons également mis au point des techniques permenttant d’observer de manière
plus poussée la dynamique magnétique ultrarapide. Par exemple, nous avons démontré
la possibilité d’enregistrer la dynamique magnétique avec une seule impulsion X ce qui
ouvre la voie à l’étude de phénomènes irréversibles ou à l’obtention de données avec un
excellent rapport signal sur bruit. Par ailleurs, nous avons pu repousser les limites de la
résolution temporelle pour des études de physique du solide sur laser à électrons libres
dans une configuration expérimentale pompe X sonde X qui ouvre des perspectives pour
l’étude d’effets cohérents sub-femtoseconde.

Les perspectives de ce travail sont nombreuses mais dans les prochaines années je
souhaite me consacrer à deux projets. Avec le groupe de Franck Vidal de l’institut
des nanosciences de Paris nous avons obtenu un financement ANR pour étudier la dy-
namique d’aimantation dans des nano-pilliers magnétiques intégrés dans des matrices
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photostrictives. L’objectif est de controler l’aimantation des pilliers avec des impulsions
femtosecondes. Je souhaite également étudier l’influence de la dynamique de la struc-
ture électronique sur la dynamique magnétique. En effet, nous avons obtenus plusieurs
résultats qui indiquent qu’ils faut tenir compte de l’évolution de la structure électronique
pour bien rendre compte de la dynamique d’aimantation.
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